
Next MWF Meeting

When: Monday, September 16,
2002, 6:30 p.m.
What: Rene Olbes, author of
the book �The Philippines,
Then and Now� will talk about
preserving Philippine culture
and how small events in the
1890s shaped huge changes
that we see today.
Where: Lisa Lumbao�s home,
3B Cordova Condominium,
138 Valero St. corner Sedeno,
Salcedo Village, Makati.
Bring: A contribution to the
potluck dinner.
October meeting: Monday
October 21, 2002.
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Giving Back
By Luz Martinez

(Continued on page 4)

M
ari Tan Delfin, the
speaker for the
August Manila
Women's Forum
meeting, arrived
early at the home

of the host that evening. With quick,
alert eyes and a ready smile, she
greeted and introduced herself to the
MWF members as they came in.
Throughout the evening, we learned
that she is a multi-talented woman.
She is a veterinarian by profession,
focusing on large farm animals and
public health aspects of farm
production. While studying at the
University of California at Davis, she
wrote a thesis on �balut,� which
provided the basis for US standards
on production and importation of the
Southeast Asian delicacy of
unhatched duck eggs. She spends
most of her time on the work of four
foundations that provide livelihood,
education, and medical assistance to
the poor. She also teaches cooking
classes to urban poor children and
juggles a family amidst all her projects
and activities.

Mari Tan Delfin was born into a
prominent family in the Philippines.
Her father is a lawyer by profession,
diplomat, civil servant, and [founding
member] of the Philippine Business
for Social Progress (PBSP). He
introduced Mari to the world of NGO
work early on in her life, while her
mother Elena left her a legacy.

Elena Tan was a pediatrician who
dedicated her work to the urban poor
by volunteering in needed
communities and the Philippine
General Hospital until she passed
away in 1965 at the young age of 39.
The Elena Tan Foundation was
established in her honor to continue
the work she loved.

Mari's parents shared the strong
value of giving back to the community
and country as a whole, and instilled
the same passion and vision in their
daughter, who with other family
members, colleagues and supporters,
manages the Elena Tan Foundation
and several other projects and
foundations.

Mari began her social development
work while in college, during Martial
Law. While studying veterinary
medicine at the University of
Philippines, she and some medical
students formed a group to provide
basic medical supplies to the patients
of  the Philippine General Hospital
(PGH). While they had new supplies
to use on animals, residents at PGH
were forced to sharpen and sterilize
used syringe needles to continue
using them from patient to patient.
The students worked �underground�
to collect donations, buy supplies,
and give them directly to medical
staff.

The project is now a registered
organization called the Lakan Bakor
Foundation (meaning  priest healer)
and works openly with the hospital
staff and administration. One of the
projects is an ongoing medical
assistance program that assists
patients identified by the hospital as
needing financial assistance for
medical care.

The foundation has provided PGH
with an asthma unit where patients
can learn how to manage their
disease, an isolation room for patients
who may have active tuberculosis,
and a reverse isolation room where
patients who are at risk of contracting
contagious illnesses can be separated
from the general hospital population.

Mari does not describe the work
that the Lakan Bakor Foundation does

as �charity� work. To her the poor are
�like you and me-they just have less
money.� With this attitude she
engages people on their own terms.
It's not always easy, she says, but
you have to listen to them. You have
to allow people to choose what they
feel is best for them.  If you give
people this chance, they will guide
you and your input will be beneficial.

The foundation tries to be very low
profile and not to deal directly with
the patients, instead working through
the hospital staff. This she says is for
two major reasons; (1) it removes the
culturally binding practice of
indebtedness �utang na loob� and (2)
it protects those who donate funds
through the foundation from those
who may have unscrupulous
intentions.

The foundation provides assistance
to those who demonstrate initiative to
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The Manila Women�s Forum

The Manila Women�s Forum (MWF)
is a cross-cultural network for women.
It provides opportunities to build
friendships, to talk to women of various
cultures, and to share information about
resources. Our meetings are intended to
provide intellectual stimulation and lead
to personal and professional develop-
ment. All women are welcome to join.
The current officers are Lisa Lumbao,
Chair, Programs, Treasurer, and
Newsletter. Penny Poole, Programs,
Newsletter. Beaulah P. Taguiwalo,
Newsletter.

Cost of membership is P300 per year.
Members receive a copy of the current
mailing list in addition to the
newsletter, which is also sent to non-
members. A contribution is collected at
each monthly meeting: P20 for
members, and P40 for non-members.
Please contact Lisa Lumbao at Tel. 818-
2887 or 813-0168, or at
lumbao@mozcom.com for more
information about MWF.

Bush Sides with
Oppressors on
Women�s Rights
Abroad
By Nicholas D. Kristof

NEW YORK

T
he central moral struggle
of the 19th century
concerned slavery, and
that of the 20th pitted
democracy against Nazism,

Communism and other despotic isms.
Our own pre-eminent moral challenge
will be to ease the brutality that kills
and maims girls and women across
much of Africa and Asia.

Alas, this summer President George
W. Bush is putting the United States
on the wrong side of the battle lines.

Most outrageous, last month Bush
cut off all $34 million in funds for the
United Nations Population Fund, in all
142 countries in which it operates,
because of concerns about its role in
China. What does this mean on the
ground?

An emergency obstetric care
program was to begin this year in
Burundi, where only one-quarter of
births are attended by a trained
midwife (almost none by a doctor) and
where one woman in eight will die in
childbirth.

Because of Bush�s move, however,
that program in Burundi has now been
canceled - along with plans for
midwife training in Algeria, a center to
fight AIDS in Haiti and a maternal
mortality reduction program in India.

Conservatives are right to object to
China�s often brutal one-child policy.
But only Washington could come up
with a solution to Chinese problems
that involves killing teenage girls in
Burundi.

Aside from cutting off funding for
the population agency, the Bush
administration is busy devastating
Third World women in other ways. It

is trying to block an international treaty
on the rights of women, even though
the State Department initially backed it.
The treaty, known as the Convention
on the Elimination of All Forms of
Discrimination Against Women, would
make no difference in America but
would be one more tool to help women
in countries where discrimination
means death.

The Bush administration is also
undercutting international efforts to
use conferences to bolster support for
rural health care for poor women. For
example, the Bushies tied up
negotiations for this month�s Earth
Summit in Johannesburg by insisting
that documents be purged of phrases
like �reproductive health services� that
they think connote abortion.

Bush has also walloped international
family planning efforts by banning the
use of U.S. aid to overseas
organizations that provide any
information about abortions. And while
Bush basked in his promise of $500
million for the global AIDS fund, his
administration is making such onerous
demands on the fund that none of the
money can be used anytime soon.

In one crucial field, the battle against
sexual trafficking, it is conservative
Christians who have taken the lead in
fighting on behalf of Third World
women. So on this one issue has Bush
shown any mettle?

No. As a reproachful letter to him
from a broad range of conservative
leaders pointed out on June 28, the
administration record �is one of
passive acceptance of the world
trafficking status quo.�

In the Bush administration, the
assumption is that in all these cases
the fundamental issue is abortions or
sex. It is not.

The central issue is that 500,000
women die each year in pregnancy or
childbirth; that 100 million women and
girls worldwide are �missing� because
they are denied adequate food or
medical care, or because they are
aborted or killed at birth because they
are female; that 60 percent of the
children kept out of elementary school
are girls; that 130 million girls have
undergone genital mutilation; that
between 1 million and 2 million girls
and women are trafficked into
prostitution annually.

If I�m angry, it�s because those
figures conjure real faces of people I�ve
met: Aisha Idris, a Sudanese peasant
left incontinent after giving birth at 14,
with no midwife or prenatal care, to a
stillborn child; Mariam Karega, a
young woman nursing her dying baby
in a Tanzanian village far from any
doctor; Sriy, a smart and vibrant 13-
year-old Cambodian girl who was sold
into prostitution by her stepfather and
by now is probably dead of AIDS

Instead of joining the fight on behalf
of Idris, Karega or Sriy, the Bush
administration is allying the United
States with the likes of Iran, Sudan and
Syria to frustrate international efforts
to save the lives of some of the most
helpless people on earth. Somehow we
Americans have become the core of an
Axis of Medieval.

Reprinted from the International
Herald Tribune, Tuesday, August 20,
2002, copyright The New York Times.

Voice of
 the Chair

By Lisa
Kircher
Lumbao

The Bush administration
is also undercutting
international efforts to
use conferences to bolster
support for rural health care
for poor women.

For example, the Bushies tied
up negotiations for this
month�s Earth Summit in
Johannesburg by insisting
that documents be purged of
phrases like �reproductive
health services� that they
think connote abortion.
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It just seems clear to me that
as long as we are all here,

it�s pretty clear that the
struggle is to share

the planet, rather
than divide it.

� Alice Walker

I succeeded
by saying what

everyone else
is thinking.

� Joan Rivers

At work, you think of
the children you�ve

left at home. At home,
you think of the work
you�ve left unfinished.

Such a struggle is
unleashed within

yourself, your
heart is rent.

� Golda Meir

Starting this week, I�ll be occasionally
featuring something new here.

 I�m calling it
�Women�s Voices,

    Women�s Faces�.

Women�s
Voices,
Women�s
Faces

So here�s to
women with a

mind of their own,
women who speak up,

women who write.

What they said,
who said them.

Why?

Because Virginia
Woolf apparently

once said,
�I would venture

to guess that
Anon, who wrote
so many poems
without signing
 them, was often

a woman.�
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Giving Back   (From page 1)
follow-through and who use the
assistance from the foundation as
leverage. �Spoon feeding� assistance
is not what they want to do. Mari
points out how this kind of self-
initiative is important by citing one
particular case where a child needed a
kidney transplant. All systems were
go for the transplant, but the family
decided it was too much work and
trouble to go through with it, so they
pulled the child out of the hospital
and rejected assistance.

This same giving philosophy is
applied to the scholarship program of
the Elena Tan Foundation. It targets
the B and C average students, those
who get skipped over by programs
aimed at the top performers.  Their
project aims to seek out those
students who possess the initiative,
self-discipline and intelligence to do
well. Part of the screening process
looks at how well the student does in
meeting the requirements and
applying for the scholarship. Parents
are not allowed to make applications
on behalf of the student. Once they
have qualified they must pass all their
courses with no other criteria other
than passing and are not required to
pay it back.

To cite data on the work of all the
foundations Mari Tan Delfin is
involved in would be long and not
capture the spirit in which she works.
The foundations implement the
philosophy of giving, not as form of
charity work, dole out, and for the
sake of feeling good about one�s self-
but, from the philosophy of  �giving

back.� Giving back to a country, to a
community, to fellow human beings
because it is understood that there is
responsibility in having and that to
give is often merely providing an
opportunity for someone else to be
empowered.  n

Community
�A lot of movement in today�s
life is away from others. That�s
part of the American myth of
individualism. We are lone
wolves, us against the world �
individually, or sometimes as a
small, nuclear family.

But I think we�ve paid a high
price for that in this country.
There�s tremendous solitude
and isolation.

Perhaps this revival of interest
in the soul is reflecting a slight
turn away from the isolation of
individualism back to the
cohesion of the community.
Soulful life nudges us toward
reconnecting ourselves to the
neighborhood, toward
community action, political
activity, reattaching with our
family, our past, our ancestors,
and revitalizing our spiritual
lives.�

� Phil Cousineau

Food for Thought

Women and
Charity Work
Women in medicine include untrained
nurses, religious sisters devoted to
the healing arts, pioneers in the
emerging nursing profession, and
female physicians who were trained
[either in their own land or] abroad.

Women had always taken charge of
the sick in the home. In the 19th
century, women�s outside interests
included religious and charity work,
which at that time was the only way to
assist those who were sick and unable
to care for themselves. 19th century
medicine, among the poor, was often
charity work. The scientific advances
necessitating hospital care were yet to
come.

The Civil War was a pivotal event in
American society. One of its lesser
known impacts was in enlarging
women�s sphere of influence into the
public sector. Women became
important in the various philanthropic
institutions of the day. During the
Civil War, 30% of deaths were from
disease, with typhoid fever causing
the most deaths. When such diseases
and wounds overwhelmed the regular
army�s ability to care for its men, it
was only natural that they would turn
to women for help. Eventually,
approximately 7,000 untrained, male,
female, and religious order nurses
served in in the Civil War.
�  Adapted from a short article by Arlis Dittmer,
Blessing-Rieman College of Nursing


